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Verbal Brilliance in Latin: First Conjugation Exercises 
 
The following verbs will be used in the First Conjugation exercises: 
 

to love amô amâre amâvî amâtus 

to help iuvô iuvâre iûvî iûtus 

to free lîberô lîberâre lîberâvî lîberâtus 

to announce nûntiô nûntiâre nûntiâvî nûntiâtus 

to ask rogô rogâre rogâvî rogâtus 

to attack oppugnô oppugnâre oppugnâvî oppugnâtus 

to avoid vîtô vîtâre vîtâvî vîtâtus 

to await exspectô exspectâre exspectâvî exspectâtus 

to beg ôrô ôrâre ôrâvî ôrâtus 

to blame culpô culpâre culpâvî culpâtus 

to call vocô vocâre vocâvî vocâtus 

to carry portô portâre portâvî portâtus 

to change mûtô mûtâre mûtâvî mûtâtus 

to create creô creâre creâvî creâtus 

to greet salûtô salûtâre salûtâvî salûtâtus 

to lift levô levâre levâvî levâtus 

to name nôminô nôminâre nôminâvî nôminâtus 

to praise laudô laudâre laudâvî laudâtus 

to ready parô parâre parâvi parâtus 

to judge iûdicô iûdicâre iûdicâvî iûdicâtus 
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Past (Passive) and Future (Active) Participles 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. [having been] loved amâtus about to love amâtûrus 

2. [having been] helped iûtus about to help iûtûrus 

3. freed  about to free  

4. announced  about to announce  

5. asked  about to ask  

6. attacked  about to attack  

7. avoided  about to avoid  

8. awaited  about to await  

9. begged  about to beg  

10. blamed  about to blame  

11. called  about to call  

12. carried  about to carry  

13. changed  about to change  

14. created  about to create  

15. greeted  about to greet  

16. lifted  about to lift  

17. named  about to name  

18. praised  about to praise  

19. readied  about to ready  

20. judged  about to judge  
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Present (Active) and Future (Passive) Participles 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. loving amâns about to be loved amandus 

2. helping iuvâns about to be helped iuvandus 

3. freeing  about to be freed  

4. announcing  about to be announced  

5. asking  about to be asked  

6. attacking  about to be attacked  

7. avoiding  about to be avoided  

8. awaiting  about to be awaited  

9. begging  about to be begged  

10. blaming  about to be blamed  

11. calling  about to be called  

12. carrying  about to be carried  

13. changing  about to be changed  

14. creating  about to be created  

15. greeting  about to be greeted  

16. lifting  about to be lifted  

17. naming  about to be named  

18. praising  about to be praised  

19. readying  about to be readied  

20. judging  about to be judged  
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Present Infinitives, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. to love amâre to be loved amârî 

2. to help iuvâre to be helped iuvârî 

3. to free  to be freed  

4. to announce  to be announced  

5. to ask  to be asked  

6. to attack  to be attacked  

7. to avoid  to be avoided  

8. to await  to be awaited  

9. to beg  to be begged  

10. to blame  to be blamed  

11. to call  to be called  

12. to carry  to be carried  

13. to change  to be changed  

14. to create  to be created  

15. to greet  to be greeted  

16. to lift  to be lifted  

17. to name  to be named  

18. to praise  to be praised  

19. to ready  to be readied  

20. to judge  to be judged  
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Perfect Infinitives, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. to have loved amâvisse to have been loved amâtus esse 

2. to have helped iuvisse to have been helped iûtus esse 

3. to have freed  to have been freed  

4. to have announced  to have been announced  

5. to have asked  to have been asked  

6. to have attacked  to have been attacked  

7. to have avoided  to have been avoided  

8. to have awaited  to have been awaited  

9. to have begged  to have been begged  

10. to have blamed  to have been blamed  

11. to have called  to have been called  

12. to have carried  to have been carried  

13. to have changed  to have been changed  

14. to have created  to have been created  

15. to have greeted  to have been greeted  

16. to have lifted  to have been lifted  

17. to have named  to have been named  

18. to have praised  to have been praised  

19. to have readied  to have been readied  

20. to have judged  to have been judged  
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Future Infinitives, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. to be about to love amâtûrus esse to be about to be loved amâtum îrî 

2. to be about to help iûtûrus esse to be about to be helped iûtum îrî 

3. to be about to free  to be about to be freed  

4. to be about to announce  to be about to be announced  

5. to be about to ask  to be about to be asked  

6. to be about to attack  to be about to be attacked  

7. to be about to avoid  to be about to be avoided  

8. to be about to await  to be about to be awaited  

9. to be about to beg  to be about to be begged  

10. to be about to blame  to be about to be blamed  

11. to be about to call  to be about to be called  

12. to be about to carry  to be about to be carried  

13. to be about to change  to be about to be changed  

14. to be about to create  to be about to be created  

15. to be about to greet  to be about to be greeted  

16. to be about to lift  to be about to be lifted  

17. to be about to name  to be about to be named  

18. to be about to praise  to be about to be praised  

19. to be about to ready  to be about to be readied  

20. to be about to judge  to be about to be judged  
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Present Indicative, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x loves amat x is [being] loved amâtur 

2. x helps iuvat x is [being] helped iuvâtur 

3. x frees  x is freed  

4. x announces  x is announced  

5. x asks  x is asked  

6. x attacks  x is attacked  

7. x avoids  x is avoided  

8. x awaits  x is awaited  

9. x begs  x is begged  

10. x blames  x is blamed  

11. x calls  x is called  

12. x carries  x is carried  

13. x changes  x is changed  

14. x creates  x is created  

15. x greets  x is greeted  

16. x lifts  x is lifted  

17. x names  x is named  

18. x praises  x is praised  

19. x readies  x is readied  

20. x judges  x is judged  
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Imperfect Indicative, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x was loving amâbat x was being loved amâbâtur 

2. x was helping iuvâbat x was being helped iuvâbâtur 

3. x was freeing  x was being freed  

4. x was announcing  x was being announced  

5. x was asking  x was being asked  

6. x was attacking  x was being attacked  

7. x was avoiding  x was being avoided  

8. x was awaiting  x was being awaited  

9. x was begging  x was being begged  

10. x was blaming  x was being blamed  

11. x was calling  x was being called  

12. x was carrying  x was being carried  

13. x was changing  x was being changed  

14. x was creating  x was being created  

15. x was greeting  x was being greeted  

16. x was lifting  x was being lifted  

17. x was naming  x was being named  

18. x was praising  x was being praised  

19. x was readying  x was being readied  

20. x was judging  x was being judged  
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Future Indicative, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x will love amâbit x will be loved amâbitur 

2. x will help iuvâbit x will be helped iuvâbitur 

3. x will free  x will be freed  

4. x will announce  x will be announced  

5. x will ask  x will be asked  

6. x will attack  x will be attacked  

7. x will avoid  x will be avoided  

8. x will await  x will be awaited  

9. x will beg  x will be begged  

10. x will blame  x will be blamed  

11. x will call  x will be called  

12. x will carry  x will be carried  

13. x will change  x will be changed  

14. x will create  x will be created  

15. x will greet  x will be greeted  

16. x will lift  x will be lifted  

17. x will name  x will be named  

18. x will praise  x will be praised  

19. x will love  x will be loved  

20. x will judge  x will be judged  
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Present Perfect, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x has loved amâvit x has been loved amâtus est 

2. x has helped iûvit x has been helped iûtus est 

3. x has freed  x has been freed  

4. x has announced  x has been announced  

5. x has asked  x has been asked  

6. x has attacked  x has been attacked  

7. x has avoided  x has been avoided  

8. x has awaited  x has been awaited  

9. x has begged  x has been begged  

10. x has blamed  x has been blamed  

11. x has called  x has been called  

12. x has carried  x has been carried  

13. x has changed  x has been changed  

14. x has created  x has been created  

15. x has greeted  x has been greeted  

16. x has lifted  x has been lifted  

17. x has named  x has been named  

18. x has praised  x has been praised  

19. x has loved  x has been loved  

20. x has judged  x has been judged  
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Past Perfect, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x had loved amâverat x had been loved amâtus erat 

2. x had helped iûverat x had been helped iûtus erat 

3. x had freed  x had been freed  

4. x had announced  x had been announced  

5. x had asked  x had been asked  

6. x had attacked  x had been attacked  

7. x had avoided  x had been avoided  

8. x had awaited  x had been awaited  

9. x had begged  x had been begged  

10. x had blamed  x had been blamed  

11. x had called  x had been called  

12. x had carried  x had been carried  

13. x had changed  x had been changed  

14. x had created  x had been created  

15. x had greeted  x had been greeted  

16. x had lifted  x had been lifted  

17. x had named  x had been named  

18. x had praised  x had been praised  

19. x had loved  x had been loved  

20. x had judged  x had been judged  
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Future Perfect, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x will have loved amâverit x will have been loved amâtus erit 

2. x will have helped iûverit x will have been helped iûtus erit 

3. x will have freed  x will have been freed  

4. x will have announced  x will have been announced  

5. x will have asked  x will have been asked  

6. x will have attacked  x will have been attacked  

7. x will have avoided  x will have been avoided  

8. x will have awaited  x will have been awaited  

9. x will have begged  x will have been begged  

10. x will have blamed  x will have been blamed  

11. x will have called  x will have been called  

12. x will have carried  x will have been carried  

13. x will have changed  x will have been changed  

14. x will have created  x will have been created  

15. x will have greeted  x will have been greeted  

16. x will have lifted  x will have been lifted  

17. x will have named  x will have been named  

18. x will have praised  x will have been praised  

19. x will have loved  x will have been loved  

20. x will have judged  x will have been judged  
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Present Subjunctive, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. let x love amet let x be loved amêtur 

2. let x help iuvet let x be helped iuvêtur 

3. let x free  let x be freed  

4. let x announce  let x be announced  

5. let x ask  let x be asked  

6. let x attack  let x be attacked  

7. let x avoid  let x be avoided  

8. let x await  let x be awaited  

9. let x beg  let x be begged  

10. let x blame  let x be blamed  

11. let x call  let x be called  

12. let x carry  let x be carried  

13. let x change  let x be changed  

14. let x create  let x be created  

15. let x greet  let x be greeted  

16. let x lift  let x be lifted  

17. let x name  let x be named  

18. let x praise  let x be praised  

19. let x love  let x be loved  

20. let x judge  let x be judged  
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Imperfect Subjunctive, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x would love amâret x would be loved amârêtur 

2. x would help iuvâret x would be helped iuvârêtur 

3. x would free  x would be freed  

4. x would announce  x would be announced  

5. x would ask  x would be asked  

6. x would attack  x would be attacked  

7. x would avoid  x would be avoided  

8. x would await  x would be awaited  

9. x would beg  x would be begged  

10. x would blame  x would be blamed  

11. x would call  x would be called  

12. x would carry  x would be carried  

13. x would change  x would be changed  

14. x would create  x would be created  

15. x would greet  x would be greeted  

16. x would lift  x would be lifted  

17. x would name  x would be named  

18. x would praise  x would be praised  

19. x would love  x would be loved  

20. x would judge  x would be judged  
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Perfect Subjunctive, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. [I ask what] x has loved amâverit [I ask who / what] has been loved amâtus sit 

2. [I ask what] x has helped iûverit [I ask who / what] has been helped iûtus sit 

3. [I ask what] x has freed  [I ask who / what] has been freed  

4. [I ask what] x has announced  [I ask who / what] has been announced  

5. [I ask what] x has asked  [I ask who / what] has been asked  

6. [I ask what] x has attacked  [I ask who / what] has been attacked  

7. [I ask what] x has avoided  [I ask who / what] has been avoided  

8. [I ask what] x has awaited  [I ask who / what] has been awaited  

9. [I ask what] x has begged  [I ask who / what] has been begged  

10. [I ask what] x has blamed  [I ask who / what] has been blamed  

11. [I ask what] x has called  [I ask who / what] has been called  

12. [I ask what] x has carried  [I ask who / what] has been carried  

13. [I ask what] x has changed  [I ask who / what] has been changed  

14. [I ask what] x has created  [I ask who / what] has been created  

15. [I ask what] x has greeted  [I ask who / what] has been greeted  

16. [I ask what] x has lifted  [I ask who / what] has been lifted  

17. [I ask what] x has named  [I ask who / what] has been named  

18. [I ask what] x has praised  [I ask who / what] has been praised  

19. [I ask what] x has loved  [I ask who / what] has been loved  

20. [I ask what] x has judged  [I ask who / what] has been judged  
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Past Perfect Subjunctive, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x would have loved amâvisset x would have been loved amâtus esset 

2. x would have helped iûvisset x would have been helped iûtus esset 

3. x would have freed  x would have been freed  

4. x would have announced  x would have been announced  

5. x would have asked  x would have been asked  

6. x would have attacked  x would have been attacked  

7. x would have avoided  x would have been avoided  

8. x would have awaited  x would have been awaited  

9. x would have begged  x would have been begged  

10. x would have blamed  x would have been blamed  

11. x would have called  x would have been called  

12. x would have carried  x would have been carried  

13. x would have changed  x would have been changed  

14. x would have created  x would have been created  

15. x would have greeted  x would have been greeted  

16. x would have lifted  x would have been lifted  

17. x would have named  x would have been named  

18. x would have praised  x would have been praised  

19. x would have loved  x would have been loved  

20. x would have judged  x would have been judged  
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Present Imperative, Active Singular and Plural 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. love! amâ love! (pl) amâte 

2. help! iuvâ help! (pl) iuvâte 

3. free!  free! (pl)  

4. announce!  announce! (pl)  

5. ask!  ask! (pl)  

6. attack!  attack! (pl)  

7. avoid!  avoid! (pl)  

8. await!  await! (pl)  

9. beg!  beg! (pl)  

10. blame!  blame! (pl)  

11. call!  call! (pl)  

12. carry!  carry! (pl)  

13. change!  change! (pl)  

14. create!  create! (pl)  

15. greet!  greet! (pl)  

16. lift!  lift! (pl)  

17. name!  name! (pl)  

18. praise!  praise! (pl)  

19. ready!  ready! (pl)  

20. judge!  judge! (pl)  
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Exercise: First Conjugation, Present Imperative, Passive Singular and Plural 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. be loved! amâre be loved! (pl) amâminî 

2. be helped! iuvâre be helped! (pl) iuvâminî 

3. be freed!  be freed! (pl)  

4. be announced!  be announced! (pl)  

5. be asked!  be asked! (pl)  

6. be attacked!  be attacked! (pl)  

7. be avoided! (pl)  be avoided! (pl)  

8. be awaited!  be awaited! (pl)  

9. be begged!  be begged! (pl)  

10. be blamed!  be blamed! (pl)  

11. be called!  be called! (pl)  

12. be carried!  be carried! (pl)  

13. be changed!  be changed! (pl)  

14. be created!  be created! (pl)  

15. be greeted!  be greeted! (pl)  

16. be lifted!  be lifted! (pl)  

17. be named!  be named! (pl)  

18. be praised!  be praised! (pl)  

19. be loved!  be loved! (pl)  

20. be judged!  be judged! (pl)  
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Cumulative Exercise: First Conjugation, Participles and Infinitives 

1. to have judged 
2. to announce 
3. about to be helped 
4. to be about to be lifted 
5. to be about to be helped 
6. attacking 
7. about to ready 
8. to have readied 
9. to be freed 
10. about to name 
11. to be about to await 
12. to be praised 
13. praising 
14. to have been blamed 
15. to have been readied 
16. to be about to name 
17. to change 
18. to call 
19. to praise 
20. to be about to be called 
21. to have avoided 
22. about to love 
23. about to be carried 
24. to be about to be readied 
25. to be blamed 
26. [having been] blamed 
27. to have been judged 
28. [having been] lifted 
29. to be about to ready 
30. [having been] called 
31. to have praised 
32. to have been greeted 
33. to be created 
34. about to await 
35. to be about to beg 
36. to be about to change 
37. to have attacked 
38. about to blame 
39. to create 
40. to have named 
41. carrying 

42. to have created 
43. to be about to judge 
44. to attack 
45. to be about to be blamed 
46. about to be asked 
47. to be about to be loved 
48. [having been] asked 
49. to have been lifted 
50. about to praise 
51. lifting 
52. to be attacked 
53. to have been changed 
54. to have been loved 
55. [having been] freed 
56. to be about to be asked 
57. to be about to be changed 
58. to await 
59. [having been] judged 
60. about to carry 
61. about to avoid 
62. to have been named 
63. to free 
64. [having been] named 
65. to be about to be awaited 
66. about to call 
67. freeing 
68. to be about to be carried 
69. to be about to be greeted 
70. loving 
71. about to be avoided 
72. awaiting 
73. about to be called 
74. about to be freed 
75. to be announced 
76. to have been praised 
77. to be about to free 
78. about to love 
79. to help 
80. to lift 
81. to have been created 
82. to have been attacked 

83. to be avoided 
84. to have begged 
85. to have been asked 
86. to have been begged 
87. to be asked 
88. to be about to be begged 
89. about to be praised 
90. [having been] changed 
91. to have called 
92. about to attack 
93. begging 
94. to have loved 
95. to be about to blame 
96. creating 
97. to have greeted 
98. to be about to carry 
99. to be about to be avoided 
100. to be about to love 
101. to have been carried 
102. [having been] avoided 
103. to be about to be named 
104. helping 
105. naming 
106. to have been helped 
107. about to ask 
108. to be about to be judged 
109. about to be awaited 
110. about to lift 
111. [having been] begged 
112. to judge 
113. to be greeted 
114. [having been] loved 
115. about to be blamed 
116. [having been] readied 
117. to have announced 
118. to have been called 
119. calling 
120. to have lifted 
121. to be about to praise 
122. about to be lifted 
123. [having been] announced 
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124. [having been] awaited 
125. to carry 
126. about to announce 
127. to be begged 
128. to love 
129. about to change 
130. to be readied 
131. to love 
132. [having been] carried 
133. to have been freed 
134. to be changed 
135. to be about to avoid 
136. about to be created 
137. to ready 
138. to be named 
139. [having been] created 
140. to be awaited 
141. to have been announced 
142. to name 
143. to have blamed 
144. to be about to be freed 
145. to have carried 
146. about to create 
147. to be about to announce 
148. to be about to help 
149. [having been] attacked 

150. to have been avoided 
151. about to be announced 
152. to have been awaited 
153. about to be begged 
154. to be loved 
155. [having been] greeted 
156. about to be named 
157. blaming 
158. to be about to be created 
159. to be about to be praised 
160. to be lifted 
161. about to be greeted 
162. to be judged 
163. to have freed 
164. to have asked 
165. to be about to call 
166. to have awaited 
167. readying 
168. [having been] praised 
169. to be carried 
170. to have changed 
171. to be about to be attacked 
172. to blame 
173. about to free 
174. about to be readied 
175. to be helped 

176. to be about to create 
177. greeting 
178. to be about to love 
179. judging 
180. about to judge 
181. to be about to be announced 
182. about to be judged 
183. to ask 
184. avoiding 
185. to beg 
186. to be about to ask 
187. announcing 
188. to be about to attack 
189. about to be loved 
190. to have helped 
191. about to beg 
192. to be called 
193. about to be attacked 
194. to avoid 
195. about to help 
196. to be about to lift 
197. changing 
198. [having been] helped 
199. about to be changed 
200. asking 

Cumulative Exercise: First Conjugation, Primary and Perfect Tenses 

 
1. x had announced 
2. x has helped 
3. x has been loved 
4. x had readied 
5. x creates 
6. x will have avoided 
7. x had been named 
8. x has freed 
9. x had been avoided 
10. x will praise 
11. x will be praised 
12. x hinderes 
13. x has been lifted 
14. x is announced 
15. x will have been praised 
16. x had been created 
17. x has greeted 

18. x will have created 
19. x has readied 
20. x was freeing 
21. x will have been begged 
22. x is changed 
23. x will have readied 
24. x was lifting 
25. x attacks 
26. x praises 
27. x is begged 
28. x readies 
29. x will have been loved 
30. x will have asked 
31. x was changing 
32. x is lifted 
33. x will have loved 
34. x will be readied 

35. x has called 
36. x begs 
37. x has asked 
38. x had created 
39. x will be called 
40. x will be changed 
41. x is loved 
42. x had been called 
43. x had been readied 
44. x has been avoided 
45. x was being asked 
46. x was being announced 
47. x will love 
48. x was attacking 
49. x was being attacked 
50. x is freed 
51. x will beg 
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52. x was being avoided 
53. x was being freed 
54. x is asked 
55. x asks 
56. x was readying 
57. x was being created 
58. x changes 
59. x will have changed 
60. x had helped 
61. x will be loved 
62. x will lift 
63. x will have been avoided 
64. x had called 
65. x is readied 
66. x is called 
67. x will be lifted 
68. x was being loved 
69. x will help 
70. x is praised 
71. x has been readied 
72. x will attack 
73. x will be named 
74. x will be announced 
75. x has created 
76. x lifts 
77. x will have been greeted 
78. x will have named 
79. x has been asked 
80. x will have been lifted 
81. x will be asked 
82. x has been helped 
83. x had asked 
84. x will love 
85. x loves 
86. x will be avoided 
87. x is helped 
88. x has been named 
89. x will have been helped 
90. x has named 
91. x has been created 
92. x will have begged 
93. x had loved 
94. x was loving 
95. x had been helped 
96. x will avoid 
97. x had praised 
98. x has been freed 
99. x greets 

100. x was being greeted 
101. x will have praised 
102. x had been lifted 
103. x will have been attacked 
104. x will name 
105. x was being praised 
106. x will call 
107. x will have been freed 
108. x will be helped 
109. x had been greeted 
110. x had been freed 
111. x has praised 
112. x was begging 
113. x names 
114. x was being begged 
115. x will have greeted 
116. x will have announced 
117. x was naming 
118. x will have helped 
119. x had been begged 
120. x will have been announced 
121. x was being changed 
122. x will be greeted 
123. x will have been called 
124. x has been attacked 
125. x had named 
126. x has begged 
127. x was being called 
128. x had been changed 
129. x will have been named 
130. x had attacked 
131. x was greeting 
132. x had begged 
133. x has loved 
134. x will be created 
135. x will have attacked 
136. x is created 
137. x has announced 
138. x will have been changed 
139. x was being helped 
140. x will have been readied 
141. x will be begged 
142. x was being named 
143. x was asking 
144. x has been praised 
145. x will change 
146. x has been greeted 
147. x has been changed 

148. x will free 
149. x was being lifted 
150. x will have called 
151. x will have lifted 
152. x has lifted 
153. x will ask 
154. x was creating 
155. x was helping 
156. x will ready 
157. x avoids 
158. x had been attacked 
159. x has attacked 
160. x had changed 
161. x had been announced 
162. x is named 
163. x is attacked 
164. x will have been created 
165. x had been loved 
166. x will announce 
167. x was avoiding 
168. x helps 
169. x will have been asked 
170. x was announcing 
171. x had avoided 
172. x was being readied 
173. x had greeted 
174. x had been asked 
175. x had lifted 
176. x is greeted 
177. x had been praised 
178. x had freed 
179. x has been called 
180. x has changed 
181. x will create 
182. x has been begged 
183. x frees 
184. x will be freed 
185. x has avoided 
186. x announces 
187. x will have freed 
188. x will be attacked 
189. x is avoided 
190. x has been announced 
191. x was calling 
192. x was praising 
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Cumulative Exercise: First Conjugation, Subjunctives and Imperatives 
 
1. love! 
2. x would love 
3. [I ask what] x has attacked 
4. [I ask who / what] has been praised 
5. be lifted! 
6. x would have been announced 
7. [I ask what] x has named 
8. x would have been called 
9. [I ask who / what] has been greeted 
10. [I ask who / what] has been 

announced 
11. x would have blamed 
12. ready! (pl) 
13. let x be asked 
14. free! 
15. x would have been created 
16. x would be helped 
17. x would be called 
18. announce! 
19. let x carry 
20. let x be freed 
21. x would lift 
22. x would have created 
23. be changed! (pl) 
24. x would have avoided 
25. x would have been carried 
26. be greeted! (pl) 
27. be named! 
28. [I ask what] x has loved 
29. let x be changed 
30. [I ask what] x has avoided 
31. be loved! 
32. x would avoid 
33. be blamed! 
34. let x be readied 
35. let x attack 
36. x would ready 
37. be praised! 
38. let x be praised 
39. x would be blamed 
40. [I ask who / what] has been changed 

41. [I ask who / what] has been attacked 
42. [I ask who / what] has been lifted 
43. x would be praised 
44. judge! 
45. let x be named 
46. [I ask what] x has begged 
47. blame! 
48. ask! (pl) 
49. x would help 
50. x would be created 
51. x would have been helped 
52. let x be avoided 
53. let x be blamed 
54. be begged! 
55. [I ask what] x has greeted 
56. be judged! (pl) 
57. be blamed! (pl) 
58. x would ask 
59. x would be begged 
60. let x create 
61. x would have begged 
62. x would have been freed 
63. avoid! (pl) 
64. x would have greeted 
65. x would be readied 
66. attack! 
67. let x be helped 
68. x would have been loved 
69. x would have called 
70. announce! (pl) 
71. carry! 
72. let x announce 
73. x would have been avoided 
74. let x praise 
75. x would have been attacked 
76. be announced! (pl) 
77. change! 
78. be praised! (pl) 
79. x would create 
80. be asked! (pl) 
81. [I ask who / what] has been helped 

82. x would be attacked 
83. [I ask who / what] has been named 
84. x would be loved 
85. beg! 
86. x would have changed 
87. x would be lifted 
88. x would change 
89. let x be created 
90. x would have asked 
91. x would have named 
92. lift! 
93. x would be judged 
94. be attacked! 
95. love! (pl) 
96. name! (pl) 
97. x would have been praised 
98. let x love 
99. [I ask what] x has readied 
100. [I ask what] x has announced 
101. x would be freed 
102. x would have been readied 
103. [I ask what] x has created 
104. let x beg 
105. [I ask who / what] has been carried 
106. x would have been begged 
107. x would be named 
108. [I ask who / what] has been created 
109. [I ask what] x has helped 
110. avoid! 
111. [I ask who / what] has been readied 
112. x would have carried 
113. be named! (pl) 
114. help! 
115. [I ask what] x has freed 
116. be carried! 
117. be created! (pl) 
118. let x be announced 
119. [I ask what] x has asked 
120. x would have judged 
121. let x name 
122. x would have lifted 
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123. be readied! (pl) 
124. [I ask what] x has carried 
125. let x avoid 
126. be loved! (pl) 
127. be greeted! 
128. ask! 
129. be lifted! (pl) 
130. [I ask what] x has judged 
131. let x judge 
132. let x be loved 
133. x would carry 
134. [I ask who / what] has been blamed 
135. be created! 
136. be announced! 
137. x would have loved 
138. x would have helped 
139. be attacked! (pl) 
140. let x ready 
141. x would have freed 
142. x would have been asked 
143. x would praise 
144. be changed! 
145. love! (pl) 
146. x would love 
147. x would have been changed 
148. x would have been named 
149. x would announce 
150. be asked! 
151. let x be carried 
152. x would name 
153. [I ask what] x has changed 
154. [I ask what] x has lifted 
155. let x change 
156. be called! (pl) 
157. x would be carried 
158. let x be greeted 

159. be readied! 
160. x would have been judged 
161. [I ask what] x has praised 
162. be freed! (pl) 
163. [I ask what] x has blamed 
164. [I ask who / what] has been freed 
165. let x call 
166. be avoided! 
167. beg! (pl) 
168. x would judge 
169. let x ask 
170. let x love 
171. ready! 
172. [I ask who / what] has been judged 
173. praise! (pl) 
174. let x blame 
175. be avoided! (pl) 
176. name! 
177. x would have praised 
178. let x be called 
179. let x free 
180. change! (pl) 
181. [I ask who / what] has been begged 
182. let x be lifted 
183. x would free 
184. love! 
185. [I ask who / what] has been called 
186. x would call 
187. x would be avoided 
188. call! 
189. let x be judged 
190. lift! (pl) 
191. carry! (pl) 
192. x would beg 
193. create! 
194. x would have been greeted 

195. x would be announced 
196. blame! (pl) 
197. [I ask who / what] has been avoided 
198. be judged! 
199. be carried! (pl) 
200. attack! (pl) 
201. x would have been lifted 
202. x would be asked 
203. x would have announced 
204. judge! (pl) 
205. x would be greeted 
206. [I ask what] x has called 
207. x would be changed 
208. [I ask who / what] has been loved 
209. be begged! (pl) 
210. call! (pl) 
211. x would have readied 
212. x would have attacked 
213. x would attack 
214. [I ask who / what] has been asked 
215. let x be attacked 
216. help! (pl) 
217. be called! 
218. free! (pl) 
219. x would blame 
220. create! (pl) 
221. be helped! 
222. be helped! (pl) 
223. let x be begged 
224. let x help 
225. be freed! 
226. let x lift 
227. x would have been blamed 
228. praise! 

 


